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May 4, 1989
Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum
American Jewish Committee
165 E. 56 St.
New York, NY 10022
Dear Marc:
With Tne Jesus Connection still in mind, we are about to
publish another book on anti-semitism that we hope will
make an impact for good.
It is ANTI-SEMITISM: A DISEASE OF THE MIND. And it's author
is none other than Dr. Theodore Isaac Rubin. We think i t
is good and powerful stuff.
Marc, I am taking the liberty of enclosing a copy of the
manuscript here.
I would be most grateful if -¥OU could find some time to
look at i t and perhaps provide me with two or three sentences
of comment that we could use on the back cover and in other
promotion.

As with
such as
popular
to give

Leonard's book, we are asking several famous people
yourself for brief blurbs; Dr. Rubin may be a very
author but the subject is not popular and we want
the book as much push as we can.

If it were possible for you~to send or phone me a comment
before the end of May, that would be great; but I surely
am willing to wait longer, knowing y·o ur busy schedule.
With all best wishes to you.
Jif;?{ely,

~haJ1Le'ach
Assqciate

Pu~lisher
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May 11,1989

by Dr. Theodore Isaac Rbbin, published by crossroad/Continuum

0

Anti-Semitisms A· Disease af the Mind" by Dr. Theodore Isaac Rubin is

a penetrating. and provocative

ex~mination

of the "symbol sieknessa or anti-Jewish

hatred and other pathological forms of bigotry.

-

Written in

l~cid

and intelligible language, this compelling work is a powerful

instrument for overcoming the psycbopathoiogy of anti-Sem.itism and other deep-seated
prejudices.
This book is essential. reading for any-one conoereed about liberating human
society from these ancient diseases of group hatred and dehumanization which
a:ilim:k afflictJ so many parts of the world taday.
--RABBI MARC' H. TANENBAUM

· International Conaaltant .
American Jewish Committee
New York, N.Y •.

